
Community Case Study: Keighley, West Yorkshire 

Lies within Bradford Metro Borough Council Area, in the Bradford Episcopal Area of Diocese of Leeds. 

Statistics 

Local government wards include Keighley West, North, South, East & Central – total population 52,000-55,000. 

Keighley Central has a population on 18,255, with 9349 Muslim, 5,462 Christian, and 3,252 No Religion/Not stated. 

Ethnically, white British make up 7,065, with 7,909 Pakistani heritage, 1,467 Bangladeshi heritage and Indian 

heritage 136…Other Asian 311, Black African 95. i.e. Almost entirely bi-cultural.  Almost 10% have poor English (cf. 

Bradford 5%) whilst 37% over 16 yr olds have No Qualifications (cf. 27% Bradford, 22% UK). 

Powerpoint images indicate the rate of demographic change just from 2001 to 2011. 

Background 

Keighley values its separate identity from neighbouring Bradford, but has seen similar immigration patterns since 

1960’s, almost all from the Asian sub-continent, with some recent arrivals from Eastern Europe, Africa and Middle 

East. 

The Town still has a small light engineering sector but has largely been in economic decline in parallel with 

contraction in textile mills. The Town has good connections to Leeds and Bradford, and lies on the edge of the 

Yorkshire Dales, 4 miles from the world famous Haworth Parsonage & Wuthering Heights. 

It was also the location for filming of “Jasmine”. 

Description 

5 mosques – 1 Salafis, 2 Barelwis, 1 Deobandis, 1 UKIM 

All Saints Church 

St Andrews Church 

St Marks Utley 

Assessment of integration 

Can I Just Say – Keighley 

Monthly church-based discussion sessions based around the pastoral cycle – i) Experience - 
identification of key issue affecting Christians living and working in Keighley, ii) Exploration of the 
issue from various angles and what resources we have to help, iii) Reflection on Bible narratives 
that might correlate to our situation, iv) Action - what next should we do to make things better. 
10-12 people attending from local churches. The pressing issue identified was that of living largely 
separate lives, especially between Christians and Muslims. John 4 and Psalm 137 were used for 
correlation reflection. Throughout there was a focus on orthopathy (feelings) and orthopraxy 
(actions), less so on orthodoxy. We are entering the 4th phase, meeting other community and faith 
leaders who can help the group decide on actions. The group wants to continue meeting and the 
process will be replicated in other localities. 
Attitudes – in general participants are those keen to engage with different religions and I suspect 
mainly from an inclusivist-pluralist approach – self-selecting to some degree for specialist Sunday 
afternoon sessions. Yet the group showed frustration at lack of engagement and the phenomenon 
of separate lives. 
Impact – still early days, but some participants have commented that this is the best thing in church 
life for some time , “We never usually have chances to discuss these issues”. 



United Keighley – A joint civic and faith community initiative driven by the Town Chaplain, coordinating 

action against Child Sexual Exploitation and a high profile grooming trial involving several men from the 

Asian community.  

Women’s Groups 

The Feast – new team just appointed  

Conversion 

There are some Farsi speakers attending All Saints church. 

Can I Just Say is a response which draws on Christian values and theology aiming to create safe spaces for healing 

and reconciliation available for the whole community. They are spaces where honest and informed conversations 

can take place and relationships formed between people of contrasting world and religious views. Can I just Say is 

particularly relevant in the wider world context where increasingly divisive political trends, uncontrolled social media 

and mistrust of traditional journalism are all contributing to feelings of fear and insecurity. With deepening gaps 

between rich and poor communities there is more likelihood of blame and scapegoating underpinned by 

misinformation, prejudice and wilful violence. Can I Just Say acknowledging that there are many different models for 

holding difficult conversations and many specialist skills and theories. This model draws on ideas that are known to 

be valuable but puts them into an accessible process aimed at church groups. The groups that undertake Can I Just 

Say have a desire to embrace conversations that are known to be difficult and proactively share those conversations 

constructively with the wider community. The vision for Can I Just Say is for more cohesive communities where 

people of different faiths can not only tolerate each other but have a shared and informed understanding of 

important issues. 

The steps we take  

Finding out what issues are unsettling our community and creating fear  

Understanding our own emotional responses and where they come from  

Getting a better informed picture from trustworthy sources  

Taking the conversation into the wider community  

Deciding together what our shared response as a community should be  

Forming an action plan for my church  

The tools we use 

Interview pairs and listening skills  

The use of metaphor and storytelling  

Identifying values and approaches from scripture  

Reviewing the local and national papers  

Appreciative inquiry Ideas market place  

Conflict resolution tools 

Discoveries so far 

The phenomenon of separate lives does involve religion – Christian, Muslim – and ethnicity – White British and 

British Pakistani.  

But it many other factors are involved.  

The fact that many non-Muslims are now motivated by a Gospel of Secularism/Materialism as much as a Gospel of 

Christianity is important. 

The labelling of marginalised majorities as “White Working Class” is important. Not just in terms of what label to use, 

but crucially, how to engage in dialogue with the “Other”.  

What response do we give politically incorrect language and anglo-saxon? 

Christian-Muslim interaction 




